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Abstract
One of the major challenges today is to learn how to share spaces that have been made for all. This is not just
relating to the use of old public space, it is also about creating new common space. Apparently, cultural, social
and economic activities of certain societal groups influence access to public space, but these activities do not
necessarily include all users or contribute to its overall sustainability. The aim of this article is to analyse how
stakeholder negotiate and conduct activities, how these form and change, how they permit and confine access to
public space for different users, in which ways they allow to negotiate access, and how they relate to
sustainability with focus on a case study on local groups that are associated with Indrachowk Square, Kathmandu.
Results of this study show that triple-bottom line sustainability is profoundly influenced by cultural activities.
Further, there must be access opportunities for the various users of space. Access to space appears as dynamic
process closely linked to negotiations about how to use it. In order to get and maintain access, competence
development related to knowledge, values, feelings and cultural beliefs connected with the space plays an
important role, and achieving this competence can be in turn encouraged by fostering specific cultural and
sustainability related activities.
Keywords: urban space, stakeholder-driven change, culture, architecture, design
1. Introduction
Recently, architecture theorists have started to integrate elements of social theory and philosophy into their
methodological frameworks (Casey, 1998; Veseley, 2004) and architectural practice is increasingly connecting
planning with socio-cultural concerns as well (Hamdi, 2010; Oppenheimer, Dean, & Hursley, 2002; Day &
Parnell, 2003). Considering ecological, mental-cultural, socio-political and economic dependencies related to
public space, the authors of this article follow the rationale that public space is mentally, socially and materially
constructed (Lefebvre, 1991) and that one can perceive it as a network and phenomenon of intertwined beliefs,
policies and practices.
A major challenge for any urban society lies in facilitating satisfying relationships between the built environment,
ecology and peoples activities. In this context, cultural sustainability is becoming an increasingly important
aspect of sustainable development, and could be a powerful driver for development with community-wide social,
economic and environmental impacts. Development interventions that are responsive to the cultural context and
the particularities of a place and community, and advance a human-centered approach to development are most
effective, and likely to yield sustainable, inclusive and equitable outcomes (UNESCO, 2012). Some authors even
claim that culture should be considered the fourth pillar of sustainability (Nurse, 2006). Wessels (2006) states
that adding culture on its own merits to the ecological, economic and social pillar creates a holistic approach to
sustainability. Cultural sustainability looks at ways to improve life-quality and leave a viable inheritance for
future generations. This requires the recognition of local cultural values, equal rights and providing support for
community-based or participatory approaches. Further, the promotion of cultural diversity and the preservation
and conservation of tangible and intangible (local) cultural heritage are considered key aspects for cultural
sustainability. In this article an investigation of how to enhance cultural identity and create a sense of place
through heritage, shared activities and stakeholders’ interactions are in the focus. Besides revealing the relations
between stakeholder/user interactions (Note 1) and cultural, social and economic activities in public space in
relation to sustainability, another intention of this article lies in combining sustainable design and
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architecture/urban planning methods with social science approaches, an endeavour which is still in its beginning
and exploratory stage in the scientific community of architecture and design. The analysis and findings of this
case study will contribute to opening both an interesting field for research and a promising arena for practice for
designers and architects to explore complex relationships between sustainability, people and place.
One characteristic feature in the relationship between place and activities in traditional towns such as Kathmandu
in the present context is a decline of mental/spiritual values, which is by some users connected with an increase
of economic activity and which is sometimes accompanied with ecological decay (Singh, 2013). As other South
Asian societies, Nepal and especially Kathmandu comprises complex cultural accretion. Kathmandu displays
multiple morphological forms because of various people’s needs, activities and institutions. Since the 1980ies,
Kathmandu, as many of the traditional towns in South Asia has undergone transformations affected by rapid
population growth and economy based development (Bjoenness & Corneil, 1998; Thakur & Bjonness, 2001;
Skjold, 2010; Singh, 2013), which change among others expectations to public space, land use, and civic life
(Thakur & Bjonness, 2001). While the impacts of globalization are challenging traditional urban systems, they
create also a growing awareness of people’s cultural values, explicated e.g. through initiatives by local users to
generate their own solutions for `place making (Hamdi, 2010).
In case of Indrachowk square, conservationist and intellectuals agree that the built environment in Indrachowk
undergoes increased commercialization due to a loss of traditional values and meanings (Tiwari, 2012). One can
further observe dilapidated physical structures due to conflicts among individuals and groups, while the
neighborhood becomes increasingly multicultural. The reciprocity between the cultural beliefs, social-political
activities and the qualities and uses of the physical space Indrachowk expresses itself through different activities,
which can be studied and, to a certain degree deliberately influenced.
A case study of the area of Indrachowk Square, Kathmandu with a special focus on the Akash Bhairav temple is
the background for the analysis. The temple symbolizes a particular example for both cultural sustainability and
negotiating public space. Following the introduction, we present the case study in the second section of the
article. In section three, three influential social groups the Akash Bahirab Guthi - a socio-cultural group, the
Shree Akash Bhairabnath Indrachowk Club - a local youth group and Bhajan Khala- a socio-religious group and
their activities are examined and their relationship to the other users is discussed. The Akash Bhairab Guthi, the
Shree Akash Bhairab Indrachowk Club are in the focus because they mainly initiated and managed changes,
together with other individuals, who wanted greater influence in decision-making processes and thus
increasingly participated in cultural and spiritual activities related to Akash Bhairab temple. In the backdrop of
the access to the open space, we answer questions such as which activities led to major changes in the access to
public space, which users were involved in the process, and what was impact of these changes, deliberately or
not. Findings of negotiating access to urban public space between different users and consequences for
sustainability are discussed in section four and a conclusion is presented in section five.
One of the results of this study is that triple-bottom line sustainability is profoundly influenced by cultural
activities. Further, on a stakeholder level and considering the acceptability of sustainable development, there
must be access opportunities for the various users of space. However, access to space comes not as equal right
for all per se, but it as has to be recognized as dynamic possibility for competition and negotiation to use it.
Third, in order to get and maintain access, competence development related to knowledge, values, feelings and
cultural beliefs connected with the space play an important role, and getting this competence can, in turn, be
encouraged by fostering specific cultural and sustainability related activities.
This article addresses two gaps in sustainable urban planning and development. First, the implementation of
sustainable urban solutions has not been satisfactory in Nepal, partly because cultural contexts have not been
sufficiently taken into account (Nepal, 2013). Experiences show further, that technology and financial capital
alone are insufficient for durable implementation of sustainable solutions, and that local actors play an essential
role for implementing and maintaining those through living in their specific physical and symbolic artefacts
(Brent, 2012). Therefore, the authors considered it as crucial to investigate local actors’ cultural activities and
interactions and analyze how they contribute to cultural sustainability. The other gap is that planners often see
themselves as providers of solutions or technology (Forrester, 1985; Hamdi, 2010) while they have de facto no
executive power but rather are enabler and facilitators of discourse and interactions among different stakeholders
in the system (Hamdi, 2010). Rather than a technological interpretation, planning has to be considered as a
political issue that needs interests, commitment and consensus from the affected groups regardless of their
expertise (Forrester, 1985). A technical solution cannot stand-alone unless it is built on the political support from
the influential groups in the affected area. The authors have chosen a discursive approach to planning to meet
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these gaps and to emphasize the communicative role of the urban planner and designer in a sustainability
context.
2. Method
In order to investigate the intricate and often implicit bonds between people and place, this article analyses a case
study of the Indrachowk Square, Kathmandu, Nepal, by means of observation and semi-structured interviews.
Indrachowk Square represents here not only an actual example of a purposely-designed urban space for cultural,
social and economic activities but also as an illustration for transitional issues of public space transgressing from
traditional to post-traditional constellations (Keitsch, 2006). The case study was an in-depth study of a small set
of observations and interviews, which is usually considered as a limitation related to the validity of findings.
However, the main criterion was to interview and to observe an exclusive actor group (Guthi), whose members
are very restrictive related to whom they allow access, and to analyse their activities and interactions with other
stakeholders related to the square, rather than to gather a huge amount of data.
Observation means here the methodological examination of a group of individuals and their practices in real-life
settings. Participant observation was used to understand the involved stakeholders and the process being
investigated. The nature of participants’ observation allows the researcher to place greater emphasis on depth
rather than on breadth of data and information (Descombes, 1998). In our case, the observations took place in the
category ‘participant as observer’ (Gold, 1958) to preserve the natural context of the situation. The observed
situations involved participants, not only with different roles, but also of different ages and groups. The first
author gained access to the setting by being a member of the Guthi i.e. by virtue of having a natural and
non-research reason for being part of the setting. Experiencing these processes and negotiations at least
sequentially from an insider’s perspective, makes a researcher aware of crucial factors.
The purpose of a semi-structured interview is to obtain people’s descriptions of their life worlds and to interpret
the meaning of the described phenomena (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). Such interviews come close to an
everyday conversation, but differ because the researcher has a professional intention and ask open question about
predefined themes (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). The role of the researcher is to ask a series of structured open
questions and to probe more deeply into respondents’ beliefs, attitudes and inner experiences by following up
their answers. The first author spent two months (20 May 2012 - 19 August 2012) in the field gathering
information regarding the changes that had happened in the qualities and uses of built environment in
Indrachowk square and its neighbourhood and documenting and analysing field notes. Further, he conducted
seven semi-structured interviews in the same period. The interviewees were identified through the groups they
belong to, related to the following themes: Competition, conflict, exchange and cooperation. The interviews
were open and had the intention to investigate activities of these groups, relating mainly to three questions: how
and why did the group come to the place, what did they do to get access to the place, and what activities were
they currently performing to maintain their access status.
The results presented in this study were constructed in a process wherein the authors moved between analysing
observations and semi-structured interviews. The conversations with stakeholders were transcribed and the first
author developed a network diagram (see section 3.3.) to account for both verbal and nonverbal stakeholder
activities and negotiations, as well as contextual aspects. Rather than a mirror of reality, this network diagram
can be understood as a reflection of the experience from which it originates.
According to Morse (1995), a crucial principle to understand the process of saturation is that “Richness of data is
derived from detailed description, not the number of times something is stated”. (p. 148). In line with the
description of saturated data as “rich, full, and complete” (Morse, 1995, p. 149), the authors concluded that case
was suitable for developing a reasonable model. The issue of dependability refers to the ways in which the
research process can be audited (Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Koch, 2006). Through presenting a clear account of the
stakeholders groups and the negotiations that took place, the researchers hope to establish auditability of the case
study. Finally, the study has limited transferability, or fittingness, i.e. the extent to which the findings are
available for comparisons with other contexts and the extent to which an audience views the findings meaningful
and applicable (Koch, 2006). The findings of this study can most likely fit into other urban planning and cultural
sustainability contexts, which relate social science methods to architectural and design challenges.
3. Results
Tiwari (2012) claimed that the traditional public space of Kathmandu provides the economic and social
environment that can assimilate the heterogeneity, diversity and density of economic, castes, job, and other
cultural differences. Historically, Indrachowk was one of the important nodal points of Indo-Tibet trade route
from the mid seventh century until the end of 19th century. Apart from the vibrant economic environment, the
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square as a public spacce still has relligious importtance with tem
mples like Kaantishwor Mahhadev, Banshe
eswor
Mahadev, Betal, Ganeshha and most im
mportantly Akkash Bhairab T
Temple. The ssquare is also part of one of
o the
famous chhariot festivals of Kathmanduu, called Indrajjatra.

Fiigure 1. Aeriall picture showiing Indrachow
wk Square and iits vicinity
3.1 The Chhanging Face of Indrachowkk
Public spaace reflects thee people’s wayy of living, culltural beliefs aand values, chaanges in the public life will ergo
transform the design annd managemennt of public sppaces. Disordeered, heterogeeneous traffic streams, incre
eased
building hheights, and a growing
g
numbber of shops arre the characterristics of todayy’s Indrachow
wk. The streets once
used for pedestrian annd chariots arre congested w
with vehiculaar traffic and parking in hhaphazard manner.
Traditionaal traffic managgement can noo longer handlle the increasinng modern dayy traffic resultting damaged roads
r
and heavyy traffic jams.. At present dday the squarre is engulfedd with encroachment. The encroachmentt and
overcrowdding of streets by
b the wayside informal venndors limits thee use of these spaces for leissure and recrea
ations.
Increased ttraffic and acccompanying poollution is an aadditional factoor to hinder such activates.
In general, Indrachowk faces today w
what Tiwari (20012) called ‘w
wanton commeercialization’. Some of the micro
m
spaces on the square, whhich are of soccial and religioous importancee, are convertedd to the space for economic uses.
g the
Even thouugh the area of the overall ssquare has nott changed, thee increasing buuildings heighhts surrounding
square andd building proojections in thhe upper flooors have madee it appear more congestedd and chaotic. The
growing eeconomic purrsuit, encroachment and uunmanaged coommercializatiion, and the increasing trraffic
contributedd to convert Inndrachowk intto an ordinaryy open space oof economic vaalue and conggested street, which
w
seems devvoid of any culttural values, beliefs and meaanings, which w
were once balaanced with com
mmercial, relig
gious
and social activities.
3.2 Negotiiations of Spacce: Variations in Control
At Indrachhowk Square, an increasing competition aamong differennt users has lim
mited the oppoortunities of ac
ccess
to this spaace. The squaare is same, buut the interestts are diversifi
fied with diffeerent users waanting to use space
s
differentlyy. So, in todayy’s context, onne of the mainn questions forr the managem
ment of this sqquare are who gets
access to uuse this space, under which cconditions andd what are prefe
ferred activitiess to be perform
med at Indrachowk.
The streetts and squaress have always been a markket place. According to Neppal Street Venndors Trade Union
U
(NEST), iin Kathmanduu valley alone, there are 300,000 street vendors and m
more than 20,0000 in Kathm
mandu
metropolittan city alone (Adhikari,
(
20112). In Indrachhowk, there aree street vendorrs coming from
m different parrts of
country annd even from India. Street vvendors are onne of the most important paarts of informaal sector economic
activities. There are connflicting opinioons among peoople if vendingg activities shoould be alloweed on the stree
ets or
not. A waalker or the veehicle user miight see them as nuisance w
when they hadd to walk or drive on the roads
r
through thhe street vendoors. On the othher hand, theree are thousandds of vendors w
whose livelihooods depend on the
streets, whhich makes itt impossible tto completely abolish the iinformal streeet markets. Moreover, the street
s
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markets also provide the varieties of goods, especially fresh fruits and vegetables in the local market at an
affordable price. Their abolishment would thus eliminate different economic and developmental aspects of the
street life, especially in the informal sector (Note 2).
The Shree Akash Bhairab Indrachowk Club, a local youth group in the area (Note 3), has established a feasible
solution by imposing a schedule mechanism to balance the claims from different groups to use Indrachowk. The
street market vendors are allowed in the morning till 9:00 AM. The logic behind this mechanism is that most of
the consumers buy fresh vegetables and other items in the morning when the traffic congestion is least. After
9:00 AM, traffic density is high due to the start of office hours (Note 4). The club charges Rs 20 (Note 5) per day
for the sweepers and guards from the vendors.
However, within the square, Shree Akash Bhairabnath Guthi has claimed a part of space in front of the Akash
Bhairabnath Temple, which is used for various social and religious activities and exclude vendors and other
public users. Despite of the claim, the space is occasionally used for motorcycle parking if no activities take
place. On a normal day, there is a temporary shop selling butter lamps and a sweet dish that are used as offerings
to the shrine. This shop is run by the Akash Bhairab Guthi, a local socio-cultural group associated with the
temple, and this activity ensures as well that no other economic user could use that space. The claim is reinforced
during Indrajatra festival, when a stage is prepared within the boundaries for the Akash Bhairabnath shrine. The
claim of the Akash Bhairab Guthi represents further an attentiveness to preserve their cultural beliefs and
identity from the growing economic claims. Other users of the space take the Akash Bhairab Guthi’s claim as a
given force.
Within the square, the plinth of Bansheswor Mahadev Temple is a particularly interesting segment because here
an economic group has gained special user rights compared to others. Apart from representing monumental
character, the high raised plinth of the temple serves various activities like seats for viewing various social
activities, space for rest, taking siesta and shelter for rainfall. However, on a usual afternoon the plinth is covered
with pashmina shawls (Note 6), making it almost impossible for a stranger to distinguish if it is a temple or an
open shop. There are altogether eleven shops, and every shop is using a part of the space, negotiating with each
other and tacit to outsiders. They are not the legal owners of the plinth however the shopkeepers can transfer
their use-rights to any other shopkeeper. A non-negotiable criterion is that the shop should sell clothes. It is
interesting to note that the user rights can be sold to any other person who is willing to sell pashmina shawl there
and even if the pashmina shawl vendors are not the owners other street vendors accept their user-rights.
A major reason for their user-right is the support from the two local groups, the Shree Akash Bhairabnath Bhajan
Khala (a socio-religious group) and the Shree Akash Bhairabnath Indrachowk Club (a local youth group). This
fact has been even verified by one of the municipality officials (Note 7). According to him, the municipality has
cleared off the shops once or twice but due to the strong support from the local groups, even though it is illegal
to use public space for economic purpose, the shops prevail. There are basically two main reasons for the shop
keepers’ strong bondages with these local groups. Firstly, they participate in various social and religious group
activities and donate for feasts and rituals. Secondly, these shops have existed on the square for more than thirty
years and most of the people know them, even though the shopkeepers change and are not necessarily from this
locality. From the pashmina shawl shopkeepers’ view, they have gained control on the use rights by getting
involved in activities organized by the local groups. Creating strong social networks with the Shree Akash
Bhairabnath Bhajan Khala and the Shree Akash Bhairabnath Indrachowk Club has helped them not only to
maintain their position in the market but also to establish long-term user rights compared to the other street
vendors.
An analysis of how this space is used reveals variations in the extent of control, where the degree of control
stands proportional to resilience of the users’ stake. The users with most access are those with the highest stake
i.e. those most familiar with the diverse activities of the place, and most motivated to maintain them. This fact
contradicts the claim of some urban planners for a right of all users to control space (e.g. Luca, Gaman, F.
Singureanu, 2012). On the contrary, from our point of view, variations in the extent of control are one of the
reasons behind the sustained existence of the diverse activities of this space. A scenario, where the local groups
would not perform their religious rituals due to the presence of street vendors is not desirable for any user, and
neither is one where street vendors occupy the space during heavy traffic hours. Therefore, it seems rather
necessary to control that the present users do not deprive other users of getting access to the basic opportunities
of this space, than to make sure that every person have the right to use every part of the public space.
Indrachowk Square is an example of public space, where the variations in control are achieved by different users
but without the complete or extensive exclusion of other users. An example of that is the timely schedule for the
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street venddors to sell thheir products eeven though thhe governmennt officials havve labeled thatt illegitimate. That
judgment aand managemeent of variationns of users conntrol is done byy the local connstellations of social groups.
3.3 Key Us
Users: Acquiringg Power and N
Negotiating thee Access to Space
The Kathm
mandu Metroppolitan city hass the right to cclear off any kkind of street vending and eencroachment done
for econom
mic opportuniities. Howeverr, in case of IIndrachowk, thhe municipalitty was presentt only in very
y few
instances ((Note 8). Locaal groups oftenn through inforrmal activities manage the Inndrachowk squuare space. A closer
c
look at thee way these different
d
groupps negotiate w
with each otherr. The figure bbelow reveals a network and the
strengths oof its relationships in terms oof user rights aand variationss of control. Diisagreements aappear of courrse as
well in thee way differentt user-groups uuse the space, oor are allowedd to use the spaace.

Fiigure 2. Netwoork Diagram off key users
The municcipality has thhe highest deggree of authorrity in controllling the streeet vending, buut their impactt and
influence is superficial or weak (dottted lines), whiich exposes frrom our pointt of view the indifference of
o the
municipaliity. Imposing the
t regulationss against the sstreet vending emphasize thee bureaucratic technical solu
utions
of the probblem of street vending whicch ignores the political dimeensions with inn the local conntext in spite of
o its
sincerity aand good intenntions. Apart ffrom being thee bureaucratic in nature, thee rational manaagement proce
edure
also fails tto address the practicality oof the actions eespecially relaated the locals’ way of livinng in terms of their
dependenccy on the streeet markets for their regular groceries and other househoold items whille the management
mechanism
m does not address that locaal actions andd need. Moreovver, the inform
mation flow too the users and the
local grouups is unidirecctional as the m
municipality aauthority impoosed the regullation as the solution rather than
developingg through publlic debate and argument withhin the local ccontext. The cooncerning authhority despite all
a its
good intentions have indirectly perrpetuated the exclusion puublic politicall participationn and action. The
introductioon of the timelly mechanism
m through the local groups innformally coulld be seen as tthe outcome of this
inability of municipalityy authority to aaddress the locaal practical acttions and its unnidirectional innteraction natu
ure in
addressingg information.
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The highlight of the above network diagram is the triangular constellation of the three local social groups (Note
9). A question might arise why these three local groups bring forward a higher stake and control than any other
users. Among many reasons, non-local and local groups recognized their common cultural background as the
primary reason for engagement and higher stake. It is important here to mention that Newars dominate all local
groups. They are considered as the original inhabitants of Kathmandu valley and popular for their cultural
heritage. The cultural beliefs and values of Newars are directly linked with the activities in the public space
(Tiwari, 2012). Therefore, through cultural beliefs and values, these local social groups dominated by Newars
are inherited with the information, experiences and sense of attachment to Indrachowk Square. Considering
culture as ‘the way of life’ (Nurse, 2006) they are attached to the public space in every aspect of the life and
contribute with great strength and commitment to the development process of this space. This has made them the
primary users with greater control, commitment, motives and responsibility in any kind of decision-making
process related to the open space that includes negotiating on using the space. Another feature of these local
groups is their two-way interactions with other users such as economic groups like the pashmina shawl group,
which would build the trust among them. The goals and activities of these three local groups in Indrachowk are
discussed below.
Akash Bhairab Guthi - A socio-cultural group
The history of traditional Guthi goes back to rule of Lichchhavi period, around fifteen hundred years ago. The
Guthi successively institutionalized management, operation, and maintenance of city space, of secular and
religious artefacts, of activities, and festivals and of other urban services on the community level by setting up
norms for rituals (Nepali, 1965; Tiwari, 2006). These activities link the Guthi to land, spaces and acts of
assembly and socialisation (Tiwari, 2012). The Guthi has a tacit interest in preserving the norms and values of
community (Nepali, 1965; Tiwari, 2006). It binds the people at different levels: caste, patrilineal (hereditary
through father in patriarchial society) lineage and territory (Nepali, 1965; Toffin, 2005). So, it is an exclusive
institution bound by rituals and culture similarly.
Akash Bhairab Guthi is also an exclusive Newar (Note 10) society of Jyapus (Note 11) with the place bound to
Indrachowk territory and the patronage linked to the Akash Bahirab Temple. Currently the institution consists of
60 members. This Guthi used to have land gifted for performing various activities. However, it has lost its land
due to haphazard privatisation. Moreover, the instituion is mainly bound to perform the rituals, festivals and
other activities bound to Akash Bhairab Temple and do lack financial resources.
Shree Akash Bhairab Indrachowk Club- A youth group
The club initially started as a sport club by youths and was registered in 1977. It is important to note that most of
the founding members were related to Akash Bhairab Guthi, as the sons of the Guthi members. Today the
members comprise of different users including women, retired people, shop owners, youths from the area. The
club has diversified social and environmental activities such as solid-waste management, garbage collection and
is organizing various social events like blood donation programs, managing street vendors. Shree Akash Bhairab
Indrachowk Club is acting voluntarily in various feasts and chariot festival and works as the mediator for any
kinds of conflicts. One of the interviewees claimed that the diversification of the activities is mainly due to the
inefficiency of the local institutional body and the decreasing trust of the people in local governmental
authorities. The lacunae in the relationship between local people and local government have urged local social
groups such as the club to take social actions and act as mediator.
Shree Akash Bhairab Bhajan Khala- A socio-religious group
Shree Akash Bhairab Bhajan Khala is a group mainly focused on continuing the tradition of religious activities
of hymn singing. With the growing economic claims from trader, hymn singing lost its ground and even identity.
So, the group started with the funds from donations in 2000 and has successively captured interest of other users,
especially younger people from different parts of Kathmandu, transgressing the local boundaries of Indrachowk.
A major contribution of the Shree Akash Bhairab Bhajan Khala group are activities during the Indrajatra
festival when they prepare a setting for singing hymns for eight days and invite groups from other places for the
performance. The groups itself have undergone changes in their internal structure by opening up to other ethnic
groups as well based on Hindu-Buddhist religious practices.
The current appearance and management of the Indrachowk square can be seen as the outcome of the
negotiations of space and is influenced by power relations managed by some of these local groups. However, the
question arises if the local groups understand that their dominant role as gatekeepers (Shoemaker et al., 2009)
might be connected with the task to providing use opportunities for other users, correspondingly to what e.g. the
pashmina shawl group (economic group) enjoys. The informal regulations deployed by the local groups,
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irrespective to the governmental regulation, control opportunities for street vendors and others to use the space
and regulations often entail variations in the user rights. Clearly, the eleven-pashmina shawl shops have greater
control because they can use the space whole day, while other economic users are restricted (Note 12). Moreover,
the shopkeepers do not pay rent but rather give donations to the socio-religious group for organizing various
religious activities. The control of the shopkeepers is de facto grounded on their profound information on the
local groups’ values, feelings and experiences related to the place.
It is interesting to note here that most of pashmina shawl shopkeepers are not local residents but have this
information due to their prolonged involvement in various activities with the local groups. The experience and
the respect for local values have established trust between these groups. The other street vendors and users lack
that information and trust which puts them in lower rank in terms of control of the use of space (Note 13).
Clearly, the better informed have better control user rights in case of Indrachowk square.
The use of public space for economic purpose is illegitimate and users have every chances of being cleared off
by government authorities. This applies for the pashmina shawl shops, the street vendors and even for the
socio-cultural group. However, the sense of certainty varies for these different users. The degree of security
decreases from local groups to pashmina shawl shops to street vendors, and stands proportional to the
information (including values, feelings and experiences) available to them about the place and to the variation in
the user-rights.
4. Discussion
A primary concern for any individual or group is to have the spatial rights, access and control to perform
activities (social, economic, or religious). However, a realistic scenario in which each individual or group has the
same control rights is unlikely. There are de facto variations of control and they are dynamic in nature and shifts
among different users. Managing spatial control requires further information of values, feelings and experiences,
additionally facts and techniques. Increased power comes with increased responsibility and commitment and the
local groups in our case have come in fore to take that responsibility. Many users have accepted these local
groups as real forces, but may also feel vulnerable under their management and control system. The local groups
have the power to impose mechanisms or control systems with a great impact on the spatial control as in case of
Indrachowk. However, the question remains if these local groups are competent enough to manage the space,
considering various opportunities for different kinds of potential users. Another question is if these groups
neglect current and important environmental issues since these are not part of their value system and nature as
the ‘third party’ is left out.
Giving the managerial power to local groups without any monitoring can lead to exclusion of users. An example
is the use of a part of open space by the Guthi, who are selling butter lamps. Here, the other users have to get
permission to use that space, so this socio-cultural group has restricted the place for other users. Local groups
also tend to be static and many of their members may argue that how can they trust future users whom they do
not know as in case of the street vendors. The present users might not feel emotional obligation for those, who
are to come (Note 14). Providing complete control to local groups might thus increase the vulnerability of other
groups that are in lower order of the hierarchy. Establishing external control mechanisms for local groups might
contribute to meet this challenge. Another way is the internal alteration of the groups, which tend to be quite
static, by other users of the space, and a third possibility is launching a local control system that could attempt to
provide basic opportunities for the potential future users.
Common participation of different users in various activities seems to be a promising way to create mutual trust
and may lead to sharing access. With the changing social environment, the local groups also undergo internal
alteration in order to adapt to changes. For example, the Indrachowk club diversified its activities and act as a
mediator in conflicts, while the Bhajan khala asserts itself in order to continue the disappearing hymn singing,
while also allowing people from other areas to participate. The involvement in such activities presents an
opportunity for users to gain access in a similar way as the pashmina shawl shopkeepers did. So on one hand the
local control system should maintain cultural activities through which present users get access to space while
users can get involved to access information about the place. This two ways trust-building between the local
groups and the other users is important in order to manage the use of public space as in case of Indrachowk
square correspondingly and sustainably.
When discussing sustainable development, there has to be equal opportunities for different users in using the
space in Indrachowk Square for various activities. What the authors call the ‘equity to use for sustainable
development’ comes here in the form of legitimate competitions and negotiations to use the space among
different users. In order to get access to the use of the space, the knowledge of values, feelings and cultural
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beliefs of the place play an important role. Therefore, in practice one needs to understand that planning actions
are not only technical issue but also needs to consider everyday activities and needs of the local users as well. An
expert cannot solve these questions without ignoring the political dimensions within the context. The case of
imposing street vending, which was idealistic and did not conveniently met the social and political reality of
Indrachowk has illustrated this pertinently.
5. Conclusion and Outlook
Sustainable development is focusing on environmental, economic and social equity. In order to achieve this
triple-bottom line equity it is critical to understand how a significant social system evolves and how it can be
influenced. In the Indrachowk case, social equity is influenced by the fact that local groups have embodied
information, developed throughout generations as their ‘culture’. The notion of ‘embodiment’ refers here to a
phenomenological concept of spatiality and to humans’ experience of place. Places are seen as ‘… fusions of
human and natural order and are the significant centers of our immediate experiences of the world’ (Relph,
1976:14). The very quality of place lies in the potential to organize human values, experiences and activities
spatially. According to Relph (1976) we feel inside a place, when we experience it, interact there, feel safe,
enclosed and at ease. In addition, the more profoundly ‘inside’ a place we feel, the stronger will we identify
ourselves with the place. On the contrary, when we feel alienated, insecure, separated from world - we
experience outsideness. The important point is that certain places can take on different identities for different
users and that these identities change dynamically, relating to embodied information and activities that connect
these users with places. From a cultural point of view, a phenomenological view requires to broaden the concept
of culture beyond ‘arts’, and ‘heritage’, towards a ‘way of living’. ‘Culture’ entails then underlying belief
systems, values, experiences and worldviews, which contribute to shape relationships as well as interactions and
practical actions within the environment (Nurse, 2006).
Economic opportunities may influence social sustainability to a great deal, however, one’s culture is just as
important as instrumental considerations, and can strongly affect social practices as well. The variations in
control of the user rights in the Indrachowk case illustrate one example of social sustainability, namely how
‘equity in using space’ is practiced as ‘negotiations of space’ (Singh, 2013). Problems will not be met by
applying mere bureaucratic and technical solutions. Rather, the overall procedure needs pooling of expertise and
other non-professionals’ contributions, gathered informally through mutual consultation and involvement.
Rational management procedures have to be supplemented with the existing local politics and working
consensus. Moreover, support building and commitment in addressing the social and political reality seems to be
a good way to create viable solutions (Forrester, 1985).
The current management and structure through local groups ‘on negotiations in the use of Indrachowk Square’
illustrates the importance of cultural parameter in the rational management mechanisms of street vendors. The
case of Indrachowk square does here not only illustrate the need to incorporate the local cultural context into an
overall sustainable development framework, but also emphasizes the fact that the local culture knowledge could
be the basis for the meaning and the practice of sustainable development locally. However, the case also
illustrates the fact that the degree of control also shifts continuously according to changing cultural beliefs: new
groups come in the foreground with different activities, and change and alter the space. These changes can and
should be monitored to reveal undesirable shifts like growing inequity, incongruence, and rising exclusion.
Sometimes local level control may lead to the self-destructive pathways, misusing the space, and asserting social
injustice and even environmental decay. There are few instances of the commercialization of the religious spaces
for example the plinth of Bansheswor Mahadev Temple. These kinds of instabilities and conflict do require
interventions as ultimate regulation mechanisms to provide the future sustainability of space for all users.
Conclusively, the case of Indrachowk square also indicates that the quadruple bottom line of sustainability will
acquire greater emphasis in the future. Projects that deal with sustainable urban or rural planning and
development will henceforth have to consider solutions that both are related to sustainability and to the
community’s wellbeing, i.e. to pay attention to cultural viability, economic affluence, environmental resilience
and social equity.
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Notes
Note 1. In this article we do not differ explicitly between the terms ’stakeholder’ and ‘user’. Of course we are
aware that the term ‘user’ implies quite different views. The most common explanation means a person who
interacts directly with a product or a service. Eason (1987) placed users in three categories: (1) primary users, i.e.
frequent hands-on users; (2) secondary users, using the product/service through a mediator; and (3) tertiary users,
people who are affected by the product/service and might influence its purchase. Business theory classifies
among others between ‘lead users’, people who are pioneers for products/services that might become trends later
on (von Hippel 2005, 22), and ‘end users’, who finally employ the product/service. However we are not in the
product design realm and the term ‘user’ is employed in this article for individuals and groups who do have an
interest in, but also operate in Indrachowk, while ‘stakeholder’ is employed for people who have an interest in
the situation and its development.
Note 2. According to Adhikari (2012), in the urban context the informal sector refers to small enterprises selling
food and goods or offering services and thereby involving the cash economy and market transactions.
Note 3. For description of local groups see section 3 of this article.
Note 4. In Nepal the government office working hours is from 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM in summer while 10:00
AM to 4:00 PM in winter. In case of private organizations, the office hours start from 9:00 AM.
Note 5. Current conversion rate – 1 $ = Rs 95 approx.
Note 6. A fine cashmerewool material for textiles.
Note 7. Interview 4.7.2012.
Note 8. In an interview with one of the pashmina shawl shopkeepers, in his 20 years of business, twice
municipality officer for street vending only took him away. When asked about the municipality officer who
keeps an eye on the street vending in Indrachowk area, his remark was that the local community group and
people have not complained about them. Indirectly they are protecting them.
Note 9. The authors do realise the fact that there might be other social groups within the area. However,
especailly in the context of street vending on the plinth of Bhuwaneswor Temple, the authors come upon these
three local social groups who have influence on negotiating the access to the use of open space.
Note 10. Newar is a homogeneous community of a number of former ethnic groups, formed through centuries
with a common Tibeto-Burmese language and other traditions (Nepali, 1965). They can be both Hindu and
Buddhist, divided into different castes (jaat) on the basis of hereditary occupation, marriage circles and
ceremonial purity and have to follow specific rules based on the social practices. Each Newar is associated with
a Guthi - the institutionalized body to manage, operate and maintain secular and religious artefacts and activities
with the hidden interest of preserving the norms and values of community (Nepali, 1965; Tiwari, 2006).
Note 11. Farmer castes in Newar society.
Note 12. The other users can use the plinth of Bansheswor Mahadev temple can use the space only if the current
users of the plinth don’t put their merchandise there and give consensus for other user to use that space.
Note 13. In an interview with one of the members of Shree Akashbhairabnath bhajan khala – a socio-religious
group, he stressed that the pashmina shawl shops are there for very long time, and the group knows most of the
activities related to them place and even participate. Other street vendors could not be trusted as they frequently
move in and out of the place and perhaps at the time of participation of activities, they would turn their back.
Note 14. The way the local groups interact with pashmina shawl shops differs from the way they do with other
street vendors.
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